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Boomkat Product Review:BOC's much loved second album proper The blueprint is similar, with short interludes scattered
across and in between the 'full tracks', starting with the opening 60 seconds of 'Ready Lets Go' - a distant wildlife documentary
soundtrack in glorious childhood technicolour.. 'The Devil Is In The Details' also follows new turns, bringing to mind Autechre's
'Overand' : subliminal use of rustling found sounds over a single delayed synth progression.. Geogaddi also offers up some new
developments - 'Gyroscope' features an uncharacteristic tribal rotation of drums put through the BOC system, sounding like a
lost tape unearthed and carefully restored, retaining the mark of nostalgia that directs BOC tracks so instantly to that part of the
brain reserved for its earliest memories.
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'Music Is Math' features spoken fragments, a vocoded refrain, simple and evocative melodies, '1969' is another spine-tingler,
ever so slightly out-of-tune and drenched in sweetness.. The blueprint is similar, with short interludes scattered across and in
between the 'full tracks', starting with the opening 60 seconds of 'Ready Lets Go' - a distant wildlife documentary soundtrack in
glorious childhood technicolour.. 'Music Is Math' features spoken fragments, a vocoded refrain, simple and evocative melodies,
'1969' is another spine-tingler, ever so slightly out-of-tune and drenched in sweetness.. Geogaddi also offers up some new
developments - 'Gyroscope' features an uncharacteristic tribal rotation of drums put through the BOC system, sounding like a
lost tape unearthed and carefully restored, retaining the mark of nostalgia that directs BOC tracks so instantly to that part of the
brain reserved for its earliest memories.
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If there are any unforeseen issues with availability we will notify you immediately Boomkat Product Review:BOC's much loved
second album proper.. Includes etching on side F Available To Order (Estimated Shipping between 1-3 Working Days) This
item is to the best of our knowledge available to us from the supplier and should ship to you within the time-frame indicated. 
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 Boomkat Product Review:BOC's much loved second album proper The blueprint is similar, with short interludes scattered
across and in between the 'full tracks', starting with the opening 60 seconds of 'Ready Lets Go' - a distant wildlife documentary
soundtrack in glorious childhood technicolour.. 'The Devil Is In The Details' also follows new turns, bringing to mind Autechre's
'Overand' : subliminal use of rustling found sounds over a single delayed synth progression.. Re-press!!! 3LP Gatefold Vinyl -
140g pressing recut by Noel Summerville from original DAT master.. Boomkat Product Review:BOC's much loved second
album proper The blueprint is similar, with short interludes scattered across and in between the 'full tracks', starting with the
opening 60 seconds of 'Ready Lets Go' - a distant wildlife documentary soundtrack in glorious childhood technicolour. 
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the BOC system, sounding like a lost tape unearthed and carefully restored, retaining the mark of nostalgia that directs BOC
tracks so instantly to that part of the brain reserved for its earliest memories.. 'Music Is Math' features spoken fragments, a
vocoded refrain, simple and evocative melodies, '1969' is another spine-tingler, ever so slightly out-of-tune and drenched in
sweetness.. 'Music Is Math' features spoken fragments, a vocoded refrain, simple and evocative melodies, '1969' is another spine-
tingler, ever so slightly out-of-tune and drenched in sweetness.. 'The Devil Is In The Details' also follows new turns, bringing to
mind Autechre's 'Overand' : subliminal use of rustling found sounds over a single delayed synth progression.. / Boards Of
Canada – Discography: 31 Albums 1995-2019 MP3 320kbps CBR and FLAC Lossless Boards Of Canada – Discography: 31
Albums 1995-2019 MP3 320kbps CBR and FLAC Lossless BY Free MP3 Site 4 Comments.. 'The Devil Is In The Details' also
follows new turns, bringing to mind Autechre's 'Overand' : subliminal use of rustling found sounds over a single delayed synth
progression.. Geogaddi also offers up some new developments - 'Gyroscope' features an uncharacteristic tribal rotation of drums
put through the BOC system, sounding like a lost tape unearthed and carefully restored, retaining the mark of nostalgia that
directs BOC tracks so instantly to that part of the brain reserved for its earliest memories. e828bfe731 Mac Pro Fk403q For
Mac
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